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Mother Russia: South Florida sees a boom in 'birth tourism' - San Antonio Express-
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https://www.mysanantonio.com/news/article/Mother-Russia-South-Florida-sees-

a-boom-in-13708026.php

Mother Russia: South Florida sees a boom in 'birth tourism'
MIAMI (AP) - Every year, hundreds of pregnant Russian women travel to the United States to give birth so
that their child can acquire all the privileges of American citizenship. They pay anywhere f…

https://www.mysanantonio.com/news/article/Mother-Russia-South-Florida-sees-a-boom-in-13708026.php

They pay anywhere from $20,000 to sometimes more than $50,000 to brokers who arrange their travel

documents, accommodations and hospital stays, often in Florida.
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While the cost is high, their children will be rewarded with opportunities and travel advantages not

available to their Russian countrymen.  

 

The parents themselves may benefit someday as well.  

 

Oh I’m sure that’s the plan.
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And the decidedly un-Russian climate in South Florida and the posh treatment they receive in the

maternity wards — unlike dismal clinics back home — can ease the financial sting and make the practice

seem more like an extended vacation.
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The Russians are part of a wave of "birth tourists" that includes SIZABLE NUMBERS of women from

CHINA and Nigeria.
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Trump has spoken out against the provision in the U.S. Constitution that allows "birthright citizenship"

and has vowed to end it, although legal experts are divided on whether he can actually do that.
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Although there have been scattered cases of authorities arresting operators of birth tourism agencies for

visa fraud or tax evasion, coming to the U.S. to give birth is fundamentally legal.
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Russians interviewed by AP said they were honest about their intentions when applying for visas and

even showed signed contracts with doctors and hospitals.
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There are no figures on how many foreign women travel to the US specifically to give birth. The Center

for Immigration Studies, a group that advocates for stricter immigration laws, estimated that in 2012,

about 36k foreign-born women gave birth in the US, then left the country.
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SIDE NOTE related history: 

Vladimir NEVIDOMY: 

Just one of the people running these Russian Birthing Centers: 

 

▪ Cost $20-100k 

★ Recommends Docs, hospitals, transportation  

★ Advertises Trump condos as PART OF PACKAGE 

 

WHO are the docs, hosp’s? 

Why does he recommend THEM?
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⚠� Vladimir NEVIDOMY’s most expensive package included a TRUMP TOWER II apt w gold tiled tub &

chauffeured Escalade Or Benz.  

 

⚠� 40-60 women from Russia & other fmr Soviet countries give birth in Sunny Isles EACH MONTH.
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Trump helped transform Sunny Isles, once considered a low-slung vacation spot, into a high-rise haven

for rich Russian millionaires
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1997: Real estate developers & other business groups made Sunny Isles a town.  

 

Building/planning/zoning decisions were stripped from the county & put into the hands of the industry-

dominated Sunny Isles City Commission, comprised of a real estate exec, atty & former ad exec.
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Trump helped those developers associated w Sunny Isles Commission (who acquired it from Miami-Dade

County Commission) to sell condos to buyers involved in... 

 

→ corruption illegal business dealings 
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→ to dozens of anonymous offshore companies.
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2004 

Trump signed licensing deal for an 813-unit project called Trump Towers.  

 

Miami Herald found: 

⚠� at least 13 buyers had been the subject of govt investigations, personally or through their companies... 

⚠� including members of a Ru-American organized crime group
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JUNE 2017 

NEVIDOMY (co-fdr RU Birthing Center) indicted in separate SDFL case: 

▪ license requirement violations 

▪ fraudulent insurance claims 

▪ third-degree grand theft 

▪ organizing a scheme to defraud 

 

FEB 2018 

Pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit/passport fraud

MARCH 19 2018 Exactly 1 yr ago: 

NEVIDOMY (co-founder of Russian birthing center) pleaded guilty to conspiring to illegally export

military-grade night vision and thermal vision devices and ammunition primers to Russia
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Nevidomy is connected to: 

▪ multiple real estate agencies in Sunny Isles 

▪  a webpage titled “How to Rent an Apartment with a Felony Conviction”

Back to article: 

Anton Yachmenev of the Miami Care company is another person that arranges these Russian birthing

trips 

 

He told the AP that 

▪ about 150 Russian families a year use HIS service 

▪ there are about 30 SIMILAR companies just in THAT area.

South Florida is popular among Russians not only for its tropical weather but also because of the large

Russian-speaking population. Sunny Isles Beach, a city just north of Miami, is even nicknamed "Little

Moscow."

"With $30,000, we would not be able to buy an apartment for our child or do anything...But we could

give her freedom. That's actually really cool," said Olga Zemlyanaya, who gave birth to a daughter in
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December and was staying in South Florida until her child got a U.S. passport.


